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Finite Element Simulation of Non - Newtonian 
Fluids Flow through Forward - Backward Step 

Tapered Channel 
 

Farhan Ahmed Shaikh, Shafquat Ali Lashari, AhsanullahBaloch, Mohammad Shaharyar Khan 
 
Abstract: The Current research presents a numerical study of the Non-Newtonian fluid flow through forward – backward step tapered channel in two 
dimensions. The Galerkin finite element scheme with the least square residuals is adopted for the discretization of the differentials comprising the 
continuity and brinkman transport momentum equation in cartesian coordinates. The flow attributes of shear thinning fluid for index 0.90 and 0.95 and 
shear thickening fluid for index 1.1 and 1.2 through tapered step channel is the centre of attention in the recent work. The numerical result at Re = 1000 
for fluid index n = 0.90 shows formation of vortex behind tapered step that covers around 40% of the downstream while on the other hand fluid with n = 
0.95 occupies 50% region of the computational field. The flow behavior of shear thickening fluids is significantly different since the rate of generation of 
eddies is much higher than the shear thinning fluids. The fluid with index 1.1 and 1.2, both produces massive recirculation zone which grabs the whole 
solution domain of the problem and it brings higher vortex intensity when fluid inertia hits its peak. The gradual enhancement in the size of eddies for all 
the four cases are presented through streamline patterns at various fluid inertia (1 < Re < 1000) for better visualization of flow characteristics. Also, the 
graphs of vortex length and vortex intensity are provided as the function of Reynolds number to monitor the drastic changes in under considered 
quantities. The employment of Least Square Galerkin Finite Element Method (LSGFEM) for the numerical solution of present study is found to be in 
good agreement with available data in literature. 
 
Index Terms: Least Square Galerkin FEM, Forward – backward tapered channel, Vortex length, Reynolds number. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

HE physical transport phenomena of fluids through 
rectangular converging channel with stationary 

rectangular and tapered baffle is presented in the current 
work. The Navier – Strokes equations comprising the 
continuity equations and momentum equations are 
employed for the steady state solution of velocity fields and 
pressure gradients by FEM. The research problem has vast 
applications in the field of industries for example, reactors in 
chemical industry, filtration and purification process in 
irrigation industry and fitting a baffle in channel is applicable 
in heat and mass transfer as well as channels having 
flexible wall that can generate sudden contraction and 
expansion found in various problems such as; flexible 
pipes, blood arteries e.g. [1]. 

A studies has been carried out in past over the 
performance of sedimentation tank in a rectangular channel 
with baffles, that always brings circulation zones which 
need to be controlled in terms of its size by altering the 
shape of baffle.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The conclusion of this work based upon best fitting the 
baffle in the channel and followed that recirculation flow rate 
examined the steady state due to fix the tapered baffle in 
place of rectangular baffle, because the trend of 
streamlines patterns visualized the uniform and kinetic 
energy dissolved easily in the rectangular tank [2]. 

Jamil et al. [3], in their work investigated the flow 
separation around two plate baffles by using three 
turbulence models to analyze the effects on velocity profile 
and separation range based on position of plates in a 
channel, their results conclude that some of the models 
produces a little deviation in the results compare to 
experimental data but overall results are in good agreement 
with existing numerical solutions. The subject of fluid flow 
through baffles have been taken for study by numerous 
researchers due its applications in real life, some authors 
are interested in utilizing the modified schemes to introduce 
the novelty in the problem by ensuring the validation in the 
results. The numerical scheme semi – implicit pressure – 
correction was initially introduced by Townsend in 1987, [4], 
is found to be a good model regarding to the study of baffle 
flow. Mahessar et al. [5] in his research adopted the semi – 
implicit pressure – correction model to analyze the effects 
of sudden contraction in the channel on the velocity field 
which was presented through streamlines pattern, they 
predicted that with upraised inertia enlarges the size of 
dead zone in the downstream of channel. The work in 
Akbari et al. [6] has been done about development of 
laminar flow phenomena and pressure losses through 
forward and backward facing step micro tubes periodically. 
The parabolic velocity profile is imposed initially that is 
formed through analytical approach. For the validation, 
numerical model as finite element approach was applied by 
incorporate the commercial CFD package COMSOL 
MultiPhysics. The various fluid inertia ranges from 0.01 to 
100 are examined for flow resistance with different angles 
as 2 to 15 degrees and radius ratio was 0.5 to 1. It was 
concluded that influence of radius ratio is more suitable to 
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the different tapered angles and found that the only on 
small tapered angle flow resistance could be found correctly 
by using the approximation of Poiseuille flow. The 
numerical results occurs 6% error as compared with the 
developed the velocity analytical approach and 
recommended that will apply experimental approaches for 
the best accuracy. Benzinine et al. [7] developed the finite 
volume model for the turbulent flows in the channel with 
imposed two types of obstacles such as the plane 
rectangular and trapezoidal obstacles. The Semi implicit 
pressure linked correction (SIMPLEC) scheme was applied 

for the velocity component with k – turbulent model. The 
various flow structures were obtained as parabolic velocity 
profile at inlet and coefficient of friction at various portions in 
between two obstacles and effect of only low Reynolds 
numbers. Benzenine was concluded that due to fixed 
trapezoidal obstacles the numerical results were better than 
the fixed rectangular obstacles and demerits was observed 
as friction coefficient was increased in the effect of 
rectangular obstacles. Pontrelli G. [8], he formed the 
mathematical model in the field of biosciences as blood 
flows in axisymmetric stenos is that the shape of constricted 
rigid tube or contracted vein. The Navier Stokes equations 
on the dependent and independent viscosity for the 
Newtonian and non –Newtonian fluids through power law 
model are solved numerically. The finite difference method 
was adopted for steady state solution after introducing the 
vorticity parameter in governing equations because the 
finite difference method was linearly interpolated and slow 
convergence rate. The various flow patterns on the 
constant flow rate for the pressure and shear stresses on 
the upper and lower wall were obtained and the numerical 
results for the non–Newtonian fluids were compared and 
validated against the Newtonian results.  

The published work regarding to the behavior of fluid 
flow, whether Newtonian or Non – Newtonian, through 
baffles explores novelty based on different approaches 
adopted by researchers in past, this encourages the writer 
of current article to conduct a similar kind of work by 
adopting different numerical model, named as Least Square 
Galerkin FEM, to highlights the various features of flow 
around tapered baffle in forward and backward step 
channel. This paper is based on the analysis of the 
enhancement in the size of wake region and flow rate of 
circulation zone for different values of fluid inertia. The 
simulation has been developed from COMSOL in order to 
present streamlines of velocity field to better observed the 
flow phenomena of fluid passing tapered baffle.  

     

2   GOVERNING EQUATIONS 

The basic governing equations (01 – 02) are comprised on 
the continuity and momentum equations for the 
incompressible and Newtonian fluids of velocity and 
pressure in Cartesian coordinates form that are described 
as under; 
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2.1   Non – Dimensional Form of Momentum Equation 

The momentum equation is also rewritten in a non – 

dimension form (03) so assumes the parameters as 1w * = 

1w /W1, t* = t 1w /L, and suitable characteristics length L, an 

appropriately scaled non–dimension pressure p*, and 
appropriately scaled surface forces F*. Also, density 
proposed as constant due to the incompressible fluids then 
the after substitutions of above parameters the momentum 
equation is listed as under; 
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Whilst, Re shows the non – dimensional Reynolds number 
that is described as follow; 

1Re cw Linertia forces

viscous forces




  c

  

The research study focused on the Finite element 
simulation of incompressible flows through combined 
backward and forward step tapered channel so here 
described the momentum equations (04 – 05) in two 
dimensions are given as; 

x and y– velocity components 

   2 2

1 1 1 1 1

1

Re
t x y x y xw w u w w w p    
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2.2   Initial and Boundary Conditions 

For the governing equations, it is necessary defined the 
initial and well posed boundary conditions that are 

described in the form;    1

1 0,0w x w x Subject to 

1

0. 0w  . The research problem is chosen as rectangular 

and planner expansion and contraction channel so imposed 
no – slip boundary conditions at the all stationary wall as (

1w = 2w = 0). No activity of velocity vector fields. Parabolic 

vector profile is intruded at the inlet of the channel and zero 
datum pressure is fixed at outlet of the channel,

   1 1 1maxw y w h y y   at  0x  . Where ' 'h  

described as height of the channel. Here three channels are 
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combined to each as small channel whose length is 

0.03m  and large expansion channel whose length is 

0.04 m . Also, selected a contraction channel whose 

length is 2 m . 

 

3   MESH GENERATION 

The Most appropriate and high accurate Least Square 
Scheme on finite element method is taken to investigate the 
Non – Newtonian fluid (both shear thickening & shear 
thinning) flow through Rectangular combined backward and 
forward step tapered channel at fixed length. The physical 
domain is divided into extremely small triangular elements 
in order to form extra fine mesh which can be seen in fig1. 

 

 

Figure – 01: Fine and Extra fine mesh of combined tapered 
Forward – backward step channel 

 

4  The Influence of Reynolds Number on the 
Non – Newtonian (Shear Thickening for n = 
1.1 & n = 1.2) Fluid Flow Phenomena through 
Forward – Backward Step Tapered Channel 

The analysis is carried out to examine the flow nature of 
Non – Newtonian, particularly shear thickening, fluids for 
two different indices. The power law model is employed to 
simulate the flow of such indices, namely as n = 1.1 and n = 
1.2. The numerical simulation of shear thickening fluid at n 
= 1.1 and n = 1.2 both produced various flow features, 
different to each other, over the range of Reynolds number 
from unity to 10

3
. From the fig-2 and fig-3, It can be 

observed through the streamline pattern that fluid with index 
1.1 having slightly a smaller vortex in length behind the 
backward tapered step as compare to the fluid with index 
1.2 for the defined range of Re. However, it is quite 
interesting to visualize that at unit inertia, the vortex is not 
appeared but the too small activity of vortex appeared on 
Re = 55 and with increasing Reynolds number the 
enhancement of vortex from Re = 500 to Re = 10

3
 is rapid 

enough in both the cases which almost occupied the entire 
downstream of the channel, such growth in the size of 
vortex cannot be seen at initial fluid inertia in the presented 
graphs in fig-4 and fig-5, which are extremely helpful in 
order to observed the  recirculation flow rate and 
development of the vortexes since these are based on the 
variation of Reynolds number. 

 
Re = 01 

 
Re = 05 

 
Re = 55 

 
Re = 100 

 
Re=250 

 
Re=500 

 
Re = 750 

 
Re = 1000 

 
Figure – 02: Stream line flow patterns of the velocity of the 

non- Newtonian shear thickening fluids (n = 1.1) 
 (01 ≤ Re ≤ 1000) 
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Re = 01 

 
Re = 05 

 
Re = 55 

 
Re = 100 

 
Re = 250 

 
Re = 500 

 
Re = 750 

 
Re = 1000 

 
Figure – 03: Stream line flow patterns of the velocity of the 

non- Newtonian shear thickening fluids (n = 1.2) 
 (01 ≤ Re ≤ 1000) 

 

 
a) n = 1.1 

 

 
        b)     n = 1.2 

 
Figure – 4 (a – b): Recirculation flow rate is the function of 

Reynolds number (Re) for the Non – Newtonian (shear 
thickening) fluids at n = 1.1and n = 1.2. 

 

 

 
a) n = 1.1 
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       b)    n = 1.2 

 
Figure – 5 (a – b): Vortex Length(X1) is the function of 
Reynolds number (Re) for the Non – Newtonian (shear 

thickening) fluids at n = 1.1and n = 1.2. 
 

5   The Influence of Reynolds Number on the 
Non – Newtonian (Shear Thinning for n = 0.90 
& n = 0.95) Fluid Flow Phenomena through 
Forward – Backward Step Tapered Channel  
 
The streamline patterns of velocity are presented for the 
investigation of behavior of shear thinning fluids for 
increasing fluid inertia from 5 to 10

3
.  In fig – 06 and fig -7, 

the power law index rate (n = 0.90 & n = 0.95), the vortex 
generation has not been started at low inertia and there is 
no significant difference found in either case. For Re = 100, 
the formation of vortex in the downstream of tapered step is 
appeared in each case, similar to the shear thickening flow, 
shear thinning fluid flow behaves as expected, that is the 
size of vortex length is getting increased with the 
progressive fluid inertia and gives a significantly large 
vortex at Re = 10

3
 which almost covers half of the 

downstream region. The relationship of Reynolds number 
with vortex length and recirculation flow rate can be seen in 
fig-8 and fig-9. The major difference in the simulation of 
shear thickening and shear thinning fluid is that the rate at 
which vortex got enhanced in the downstream is noticeably 
different in both the fluids. The shear thickening fluid with 
comparatively higher index produces a massive wake 
region for the same range of Reynolds number as compare 
to the shear thinning fluid which has smaller index. It is 
quite interesting to visualize these flow characteristics in the 
following figures.  
 

 
Re = 05 

 
Re = 100 

 
Re = 250 

 
Re = 500 

 
Re = 750 

 
Re = 1000 

    
Figure – 06: Stream line flow patterns of the velocity of the 

Non- Newtonian shear thinning fluids at n = 0.90 
 (05 ≤ Re ≤ 1000). 

 

 
Re = 05 

 
Re = 100 

 
Re = 250 
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Re = 500 

 
Re = 750 

 
Re = 1000 

Figure – 07: Stream line flow patterns of the velocity of the  
Non – Newtonian shear thinning fluids at n = 0.95 

 (05 ≤ Re ≤ 1000) 

 
a) n = 0.90 

 
b)    n = 0.95 

 
Figure – 8 (a – b): Recirculation flow rate is the function of 

Reynolds number (Re) for the Non – Newtonian (shear 
thinning) fluids at n = 0.90 and n = 0.95. 

 

 
a) n = 0.90 

 
       b)    n = 0.95 

 
Figure – 9 (a – b): Vortex Length(X1) is the function of the 

Reynolds number (Re) for the Non – Newtonian (shear 
thinning) fluids at n = 0.90 and n = 0.95. 

 

6   CONCLUSION 

The Least Square Galerkin finite element method is found 
an efficient technique to produce the solution of current 
problem. The objective of this study was to conduct an 
analysis over the generation of recirculation zone in forward 
backward step tapered channel for the Non-Newtonian 
(shear thickening & thinning) fluids up to the range of 
Reynolds number 10

3
. The behaviors of Non-Newtonian 

fluid flow are computed for different indices in the power law 
model and visualized through the streamline patterns. The 
relationship of Reynolds number with recirculation flow rate 
and vortex length is presented through the graphs in order 
to notice the drastic enhancement in the size of vortex 
length with progressive fluid inertia. The simulation of shear 
thinning fluid of index 0.90 and 0.95 shows that the rate of 
increase in size of wake region is comparatively low to 
wake region generated by shear thickening fluid with index 
1.1 and 1.2 as it was expected due to the larger index 
value, which is in good agreement with the past studies. 
The current study is restricted to only moderate Reynolds 
number, in future, one can extend the idea to higher 
Reynolds number for examining the turbulence effects on 
both shear thickening and thinning fluids in forward 
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backward step tapered channel. Also, the head losses 
comprising major and minor, during the flow can be 
considered to analyze fluid inertial effects in a confined 
domain. 
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